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Kinjo Tiira

Kinjo Tiira is an NPC controlled by Hyralt.

Kinjo Tiira

Given Name Tiira
Family Name Kinjo

Species & Gender Minkan Male
Organization: The Pitched Battlefield
Occupation: Bartender

Rank: Owner
Current Placement: The Pitched Battlefield
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Character Description

Appearance

Tiira is a tall, skinny, brown-eyed, human-eared, black-haired Minkan. He has sharp features accentuated
by just a little facial hair. He smells faintly of bitter orange rind and white pepper.

Personality

Tiira is a man of few words, but when he speaks he is able to make his voice carry over even the loudest
music. He generally prefers to ask questions rather than speak about anything with any authority.
Though, he has been known to loudly opine on the subject of aerial football.

History & Relationships

Born in YE 20 in Ternifac. In YE 38, Kinjo Tiira was attending university studying business management
with an emphasis on hospitality but dropped out after he successfully applied for the position of manager
of a new night club called The Furious Sound. He saw this as an opportunity to gain first-hand experience
in managing a business. He was tasked with increasing the popularity of the club at any cost, and he
correctly reasoned that cheap beer would draw a crowd. His long-term strategy was to build the night
club into a first-class venue for bands and build profitability by slowly increasing the price of beer.
However, his tenure as manager was fraught with complaints that he took time away from his strategy to
deal with. In particular, he spent years dealing with noise and health complaints.

In YE 42, after years of unprofitable decisions, he was fired. He started searching for new opportunities,
in particular, he wanted to leverage his experience as the manager for The Furious Sound, but his new
idea for long-term profitability was to keep the cost of beer low by eventually brewing in-house and using
the cheapest possible ingredients. At the end of the year, he caught the ear of a potential investor.
However, the investor insisted that Tiira create the new club outside of Kyoto. Tiira, having heard that the
Motoyoshi clan was investing heavily in the Yugumo Cluster, started researching and discovered that Port
Jiyuu would be completed in early YE 43 and had space available for night clubs.

When was able to secure a particularly large space approximately 500 cubic meters, he was initially
overwhelmed with trying to take full advantage of the entire volume available. He laid out plans for a
multi-level club with multiple dancefloors and quiet lounges. Meanwhile, he also struggled to think of
ways to make money with the space during the day. While he was watching a game of aerial football, the
idea occurred to him: he had enough space for an entire aerial football pitch.

In early YE 43, Tiira opened The Pitched Battlefield in Port Jiyuu.
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OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Hyralt on 2021/03/31 15:57.

Character art from artbreeder: https://www.artbreeder.com/i?k=8a3a3670a81415dada410217dbdf

Approval thread:
https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/the-pitched-battlefield.67450/#post-420735

Character Data
Character Name Kinjo Tiira
Character Owner Hyralt
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location The Pitched Battlefield
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